
  

 GPS ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICES
- Basics of how GPS works !

- How “mapping apps” integrate w/ GPS

- I get a quick location on my smartphone or cellular tablet but it 
takes 7-10 minutes when I've just started my handheld GPS ?

- How does GPS location work on my tablet when it doesn't  
have the GPS function ?

- GPS uses a lot of battery power.
http://www.wikihow.com/Save-Battery-Power-on-an-Android

-   Graphic animation of GPS Satellite Positions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ConstellationGPS.gif  

http://www.wikihow.com/Save-Battery-Power-on-an-Android


  

GPS Satellite



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

GPS Approach of a Jetliner

● Example of how it is used by the airlines.
● Autopilot is coupled to the GPS receivers.
● Autopilot will fly the approach/glideslope to the 

runway “touchdown point”. “Autoland” is 
engaged ( autopilot will control the flight 
controls, engine throttles, descent rate and 
landing of the airplane to touchdown).

● Pilot will take over after “touchdown” !!



  

Instrument Approach (EWR) in Fog

Boeing 747-400 airplane 

Category III Approach (“AutoLand” is on)

Nighttime with Heavy Fog

Minimums (100 Feet Min. Descent Altitude) 

Runway Visual Range (200 Feet)



  

View (20 secs to touchdown)



  

View (15 secs to touchdown)



  

View (8 sec's to touchdown)



  

DECISION TIME (ABORT OR LAND)

“What the heck happened we're lined up on the 
left edge of the runway!”



  

“Hand Fly the Approach or Abort”
● “Let's salvage this landing the captain says. “

● “ Captain has the airplane. Turning off the autopilot. Ding 
sound. Coming right to get back on the runway centerline. 
Co-pilot you handle the throttles, thrust reversers and call 
the descent rate and speed. I'll call the power settings and 
changes I want.”

● “ 'Altimeter chimes 90 Feet'. Descent rate ' 500 feet/minute'. 
We're back on the runway centerline. Power to 20 %. 
Flaring the plane.

● “Altimeter chimes 60 feet. Descent now '200 feet /minute.' ”

● “Altimeter chimes 30 feet. Descent now100 feet /minute.”

● “Touchdown. Speed now 100 Knots.  Spoilers deployed. 
Deploy the  reverse thrusters. 

● Thrusters deployed. Speed now 70 knots.

● Speed now 30 knots . We can take the next turn-off !!



  

THE REAL STORY BEHIND A GPS 
APPROACH

● Autopilot must be coupled to the I(nstrument) 
L(anding) S(ystem) not the GPS.

● 100 Foot MDA & 200 foot visibility not allowed. 
Must be made to the ILS minimums (~~ 200 
Foot MDA & ~~ 1000 foot visibility).

● ILS approach on captains panel. GPS readout 
on copilots panel. Allows comparison during 
approach. Would have shown the difference 
much earlier in the approach. This likely would 
have led to a “Go Around Commitment” before 
the runway lights were even spotted !!



  

“WHAT HAPPENED”
● D-GPS (Differential GPS) wasn't working !
● D-GPS is a GPS receiver located close to or at 

the airport that has a specific surveyed location 
down to less than a foot accuracy.

● Filters out the major part of the GPS errors and 
passes the corrections to the planes GPS 
receivers to get the accuracy down to 1.5 
meters ( ~~ 5  feet location accuracy) .

● BUT this would have had an audio alert and BUT this would have had an audio alert and 
annunciation on the airplane instrument panelannunciation on the airplane instrument panel.

● See next slide for sketch !!
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10.5 METER GPS ERROR !!



  

GPS Math Facts

- Atomic clocks (1 sec. Error in 30,000 years)
- 1/1000 sec. Difference in (Satellite vs. Rcvr. 
Clock)  = ~~ 180 mile error in position.
- Receiver clock sync'd to satellite by receiver re-
calculation of “perfect solution”
-  Three satellite solution gives 2D position
-  Four satellite solution gives 3D position.
-   Almanac (catalog of Sat's) and Ephemeris (that 
Sat's detail data) must be available before position 
calculation can be done (TTFF delay ??).



  

GPS 3D INTERSECTION



  

Basic GPS Data



  

MAPPING/LOCATION ISSUES

- “Live Maps” feature requires cellular access 
and a “Mapping App program”
- Devices with Wi-Fi only don't have  access to 
“Live Maps” unless they stay in Wi-Fi contact
- “Crowd Sourcing “ techniques used to show road 
traffic issues/delays
- “Crowd Sourcing” being used to determine 
location of Wi-Fi signal source
- a-GPS used to accelerate TTFF (Time To First 
Fix) while GPS is calculating location 



  

“ Loc'n (Wi_Fi) only”



  

Final Location(w/GPS)



  

“Find my iPad”



  



  



  



  

TRAFFIC DISPLAY



  

GPS FOR YOUR CAR



  

BATTERY DRAIN OF GPS



  

FARMING

● Field layout , sizing, tractor patterns
● Field leveling, appraisal, irrigation, fertilizing, 

plowing, weed control
● Farm tractor “autopilot control”
● Specialized “D-GPS” with accuracy down to ~~ 

4 inches



  

OTHER USES FOR GPS

GPS Tracking Devices

- Large leased capital equipment

- Position reporting of “over the road trucks” ,  
“delivery trucks” and sales/service vehicles

- “ On Star” General Motors service assistance

- “Surreptitous “ (ie law enforcement or personal 
use)

 



  

QUESTIONS

-  I'll distribute the presentation through the “clubs' 
Yahoo groups address”

-  Thanks for your attention . I'll will try to answer 
any questions you have.

- If you have other questions after reviewing the 
presentation I E-mail we can cover them during 
the “Q & A Session” at the next club meeting.



  



  

Captains Panel



  

AUTOLAND SYSTEMS:

Autoland systems were designed to make landing possible in visibility too poor to permit 
any form of visual landing, although they can be used at any level of visibility. They are 
usually used when visibility is less than 600 meters RVR and/or in adverse weather 
conditions, although limitations do apply for most aircraft—for example, for a Boeing 747-
400 the limitations are a maximum headwind of 25 kts, a maximum tailwind of 10 kts, a 
maximum crosswind component of 25 kts, and a maximum crosswind with one engine 
inoperative of five knots. They may also include automatic braking to a full stop once the 
aircraft is on the ground, in conjunction with the autobrake system, and sometimes auto 
deployment of spoilers and thrust reversers.
Autoland may be used for any suitably approved Instrument Landing System (ILS) or 
Microwave Landing System (MLS) approach, and is sometimes used to maintain currency 
of the aircraft and crew, as well as for its main purpose of assisting an aircraft landing in 
low visibility and/or bad weather.
Autoland requires the use of a radar altimeter to determine the aircraft's height above the 
ground very precisely so as to initiate the landing flare at the correct height (usually about 
50 feet (15 m)). The localizer signal of the ILS may be used for lateral control even after 
touchdown until the pilot disengages the autopilot. For safety reasons, once autoland is 
engaged and the ILS signals have been acquired by the autoland system, it will proceed to 
landing without further intervention, and can be disengaged only by completely 
disconnecting the autopilot (this prevents accidental disengagement of the autoland 
system at a critical moment). At least two and often three independent autopilot systems 
work in concert to carry out autoland, thus providing redundant protection against failures. 
Most autoland systems can operate with a single autopilot in an emergency, but they are 
only certified when multiple autopilots are available.
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